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Objectives 

To  hold teaching sessions where the teachers teach their ideas about building team play. 

To goal of building team play is to make the students to work better together, to improve 

listening skills and the class spirit. 

 

Realisation 

Activity : Cadavres exquis (Mr Marange) 

This activity was made with pupils aged 13 to 15 during the English class and lasted                 

for about 20 minutes.  

The students worked in groups of 4 or 5: each group was given a piece of paper; the first                   

student had to write a subject then had to fold it in order to hide his/her words. The second                   

student wrote a verb/an action, the third one a complement, the next one a place and the                 

last one a period. At the end one student read the whole sentence which could be quite                 

correct or funny or ridiculous or nonsense.  

The game , called “cadavres exquis” (“delicious corpses” in English!), allowed the students             

to reinforce the class spirit by creating a connivance and a complicity inside a group. The                

pupils could do the activity in French or in English. 

Activity : Classmates’ family members (Mrs Lorrain) 

The activity was carried out during an English lesson with 12 years old pupils. The               

purpose was to collect information about 5 different classmates’ family members in a             

limited period of time (10-15min). 

One of the requirements was to speak only English during this period of time. 
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The activity has many advantages: 

● All the students get involved in the activity; 

● They all speak English; 

● They become actors of their training process; 

● They feel free to speak because they are not submitted to the critical eye of an adult; 

● They dare and realize that they can. 

Such positive elements wouldn’t have been obtained if the activity would have been             

carried out with a teacher in front of a whole class and asking the students to talk about                  

his/her family in front of the whole group. In a more traditional way of teaching, only a                 

few students (the most daring and comfortable ones in English) would have had the              

opportunity to speak English and to get personally involved in the activity. The large              

majority of them would have been totally passive.  

Activity : Sport sessions (Mrs Chaube) 

This activity was made with pupils aged 12 to 15 during a PE lesson. There were two                 

preparation sessions, during which the students tested themselves and chose their favourite            

sport. Then, collectively, they prepared and trained to improve their physical performances.            

They also learned how to organise, watch, judge and evaluate ( which is at the heart of                 

collaborative work). 

These photos (video collage) were taking throughout the activity. They show the students             

being sometimes coaches, sometimes judges (to validate, assess, and time the others) but             

also and above all assessors (who have to appreciate the physical realisation of their              

schoolmates in the opponent team). 

The pupils had to fill in a form and organise the assessement, the judging, the timing of                 
the other athletes and then they had to be, in their turn, evaluated , judged and timed by                  

other classmates. 

Activity:  Back from holidays! (Mrs Chery) 

● Activity in pairs. 
● Activity time : 30 min 
● Objective: ask yourself questions about what you did during the holidays. 
● Implementation: 

○ By pairs. 
○ 2 files for each pair. 

File 1 =Student A: Asks questions on different points (Location/ Stay/ Accommodation/            
Transportation /Fun  activities ) 

File 2 = Student B: Answers questions about his /her holiday’s destination by following the               

elements suggested by the drawings with possible vocabulary tips. 
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Thanks to this activity, students learn to collaborate at the beginning of the year but also                

to listen to each other because the ultimate goal is to report to the class the holidays of                  

their friends. 

Activity:  Theater, a way to help pupils to read and to understand (Mrs Zaccaro) 

This activity was conducted in a French class with 14-year-old pupils, shortly after             
the start of the school year, during a lesson on the modern French novel « Le salaire du                  
Sniper » ( « The Salary of the sniper ») published in 1998 and written by the French writer                   
Didier Daenincks. 

Most of the pupils didn’t understand this story quite well because they didn’t realise the 

relationships between two second characters : a cameraman of a French television channel             
and a sniper. The scene takes place somewhere in east countries during a war . Philip pays                 
the sniper to kill a child for a media scoop. 

The questions asked to the class were : 

1. What do you think about the character of Philip ? 
2. What could Philip say to the sniper at the end of the novel , because Didier                

Daenincks didn’t write it ? 
3. What could you say to Philip if he was a real person ? 

Ask pupils to act drama enables them to understand better what wasn’t cleary explained              
in the text , especially at the end . 

To play these characters, they had to move and express feelings . Also, I led them to                 
understand what was written between the lines ! 

We had to play the scenes several times to adjust every move or facial expression. 

This experience was successful. Pupils enjoyed this activity. 

By acting, the class understood the subject of the novel better : “How the news are made                 
nowadays.” 

Activity:  Thriller at school during the open doors (Mrs Melchior) 

This activity was made during the German class. The topic of the lesson was « Thriller                
at school during the open doors ». The students worked in groups of 4 – 5.  

Each student had one card with information about a new character (name, age, job, city,               
origin, leisure activities, family, pets) and another one which said: « you are guilty » or «                 

you are not guilty ». The teacher gave them some clues at the beginning. 

They had to collect a maximum of information and clues to find out who in the group was                  
guilty. 
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It was a positive experience : 

● Team play developed communication between the students, who all talked 
German and forgot their shyness because they wanted to participate. 

● They also helped each other during the team play. 

● They made a lot of sentences in a short time. 

● They learned by coaching and respected each other when someone made 

mistakes. 

● The students had also fun by working and the time went very quickly 

Activity:  dominoes (Mrs Melchior) 

This activity was made during the German class. The topic is “the city” : in a city                 
there is / are a pub, a baker’s... The student had to work about the vocabulary. To memorise                  

this vocabulary they played dominoes in groups of 4 – 5. 

Each group has three different types of dominoes. They had to combine possible the              
image with the word as quickly as possible,. The first group who finished, won the team play                 

and as a recompense the winner group could eat « a magic carambar » which colors the                 

tongue in blue ! 

This team play was also successful : 

● It was a real work group, they had to be quick and every student could know a                 
word and recognize an image to help the group 

● They had to discuss if they did not agree  

● Each time ,they were very impatient to play the next round to be the winner 

● About the third round : the teacher didn’t validate three times the work because              

there was something wrong in the dominoes and the other groups had a new              

chance to win 

● The vocabulary was memorized 

● At the end there were 3 proud groups with blue tongues !  

Activity:  a group of scientists (Mrs Legros) 

Objectives:  

● Diversification of pedagogical practices ; 
● Less dramatic sessions even for a dense program; 
● Empowerment of students from collaborative workshops; 
● Collaborating to achieve a common realization; 
● Positive emulation. 

A-Each group of students chooses a topic connected to the general theme: "the body's              
reactions to microbial contamination". The teacher gives clear instructions and provides a            
chart to be completed. Literature, documentations and tips are also at the students’             
disposal if necessary. 
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B- Each student takes on a specific role in the group (secretary, speech dispatcher, reader of                
documents etc.)  

C- Each group of students presents the results of its research to the class who listen and fill                  
in the chart. The teacher listens and checks if the findings are correct or not. 

D- Evaluation method, the following scale items were used: 

● Working quietly; 
● Personal investment in the task; 
● Good team working; 
● Respect of the assigned tasks; 
● Respect of the allotted time; 
● Respect of the type of the expected final product. 

Activity:  BATNUM! (Mrs Wies) 

This team play took place on 6th grade in mathematic class. The purpose of this               
course was to have students work on number comparison through a game (a battle of               
numbers). 

● 1st step : students make cards 

Each student received 5 small pieces of paper. On each paper, they had to write a                
number with 4 figures, with ou without a comma. 

● 2nd step : let’s play ! 
○ The students worked in groups of 3-4 
○ First, they played a battle of numbers without seeing their own cards. 
○ Each student had to put the card that was at the top of his /her bundle of                 

cards. 
○ The one who had the biggest number took all the cards. 
○ The game stopped when one student had no card left. 
○ The winner of the game is the student who had the geatest number of cards. 
○ Then each student could see his/her own cards. He/ she chose the card             

he/she wanted to play to win the set. 
○ Each student showed his/her card at the same moment. 

It was a positive experience : 

● Students worked on a mathematical notion (comparison of numbers). 
● Students worked together. It was very well done because in one of my classes 

some students felt left out before this game.  
● They played a cards game. They like playing cards but it is not usual for them. 
● They learnt by having fun.  
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